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Abstract—A GNU Octave – based application for device-level
compact model evaluation and parameter extraction has been
developed. The applications main features are as follows:
experimental I-V data importing, generating input data for
different circuit simulation programs, running the simulation
program to calculate I-V characteristics of the specified models,
calculating model misfit and its sensitivity to selected parameter
variation, and the comparison of experimental and simulated
characteristics. Measured I-V data stored by different
measurement systems are accepted. Circuit simulations may be
done with Ngspice, Qucs and LTSpiceIV ©. Selected aspects of
the application are presented and discussed.

control over the channel conduction and suppress current
leakage mechanisms (punch-through, drain-induced barrier
lowering - DIBL, gate-induced drain leakage - GIDL). In
contrast, the effective doping level in the small size devices is
subject to random dopant fluctuations (RDF) leading to the
variability in threshold voltage and in carrier mobility, which in
turn degrade the IC yield. To avoid this source of variability
the MOSFETs with undoped channels have been developed
[5]. However, this approach requires using the gate stacks with
metal electrodes. In such small size devices the variability of
a work function resulting from the metal gate granularity leads
again to increased device performance spread.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of MOSFETs which are central
components in state-of-the art integrated circuits (ICs)
constantly increases. as the technology matures. The evolution
of MOSFET technology suggests the first devices were
MOSFETs on bulk Si wafers. Next, Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)
technology was introduced, allowing for fabrication of partially
depleted (PD), fully-depleted (FD), and multi-gate MOSFETs
[1]. Recent technology improvements used in the design and
fabrication of this device family are FinFETs [2], ultra-thin
body and buried oxide (UTBB) FDSOI MOSFETs [3] and
junctionless MOSFETs [4]. Thanks to the advanced features of
these devices, i.e. an improved gate control over the channel
conduction, and the current progress in photolithography and
image patterning techniques the MOSFET lateral dimensions
have shrunk down to the deep sub-100 nm range. However, a
further scaling down of the device dimensions is likely to be
limited by a number of physical barriers. Amongst these the
most relevant ones are uncontrolled paths of a current leakage,
increased power dissipation [5], and matter granularity, which
via e.g. the so-called line width roughness (LWR) leads to
a dramatically increased variability of the device performances
and to a degradation of the IC manufacturing yield.
Device evolution is also manifested by an increasing
complexity of MOSFET doping profiles. These are used to set
correct values of the threshold voltages, to improve the gate
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The compound gate stacks mentioned above contain high-k
(HK) dielectric layers, which allow to avoid thinning the gate
dielectric below the limit, where the gate leakage current
becomes high. At the same time they preserve the gate control
over the channel conduction. However, due to their
polycrystalline morphology the HK dielectrics introduce a
dispersion of a the gate leakage to the total MOSFET
performance variability [6].
The selection of MOSFET related properties, have been
mentioned above to illustrate a variety of problems, which are
to be addressed in the device-level models. Due to numerous
device variants, electro-physical mechanisms, 2D/3D effects
these compact models (CMs) become very complex and
contain many features which are enabled/disabled
conditionally. An important feature of the state-of-the art CMs
is that they must operate in different domains: steady-state,
small-signal, transient. They must also take into account
temperature variations. They have to allow for noise, high
frequency, S-parameter simulations. The CMs have many
parameters. Among them there are the parameters which
describe topography or have a clear physical meaning. There
are parameters introduced in the CMs for a correction purpose.
There are also switch-type parameters which control
computation flow within the CMs.
CM complexity, including large numbers of model
parameter makes model implementation and validation very
difficult. In the past model implementation mainly consisted of
coding a series of arithmetic expressions in a low-level
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language, typically C or FORTRAN. This step also required
manual coding the model static and dynamic characteristic
derivatives, which was a potential source of errors. Checking
the code for errors was also a very time consuming procedure.
Any change in the model required recompilation of the target
circuit simulation program with the new model version. These
steps were mandatory for EDA tools and device models
statically linked. Often specific simulator implementation
features resulted in model implementations that were not
identical. This could result in noticeable differences between
data from simulations of the same circuit using the same models
but different programs. In order to overcome such problems a
standardized approach towards compact modeling needed to
been introduced. Today this is based on the Verilog-A
behavioral hardware description language which is used input
for the automatic synthesis of Spice C/C++ models [7]. There
are several advantages of such an approach [8]. The model code
is portable, i.e. independent from any simulator implementation.
Verilog-A provides a means for the coding in a more compact
form with automatic generation of differentiation operators,
removing the need for manual coding of current and charge
derivatives. The coding is more reliable, and model evaluation
approaches that achieved by native C/C++ code. Model code
efficiency may be done easily by a direct comparison of
benchmark circuit simulations using a Verilog-A model and the
corresponding Spice synthesized model. Such a functionality is
available in a number of EDA tools which have been equipped
with interfaces enabling running Verilog-A models. Further
progress in this field has been reported in [9,10]. In the Qucs,
QucsStudio programs the software not only undertakes
automatic synthesis of the C++ code based on Verilog-A, but
also dynamically links it with the circuit simulator program
core. Furthermore, Verilog-A synthesis based on circuit
schematics has been implemented. A number of other useful
features, like Equation Defined Device (EDD) objects or GNU
Octave interfaces are available. In this way the Qucs program,
originally designed as the open-source circuit simulator, has
become a very efficient CM development tool.
Until now only a few advanced MOSFET models have
been developed, which include the physical effects outlined in
previous sections, have reached a satisfactory accuracy,
scalability, stability levels, have passed extensive tests
comparing their performance against measurement data, and
finally have been implemented in EDA tools for use in IC
design. One of these models is the so-called threshold voltage
based (VTH) MOSFET model family developed at Berkeley
University and represented by BSIM3, BSIM4 [11]. These
models have been for a number of years industrial standards
used in CMOS design kits. A main feature of the VTH based
modeling approach is that assumes an abrupt boundary
between an accumulation/depletion (OFF) and a strong
inversion (ON) ranges of device operation. In order to keep
pace with MOSFET scaling numerous corrections have been
introduced in such models in order to take into account, for
example, of conduction mechanisms in the sub-threshold
range, small size effects, realistic doping profiles, and complex
gate stacks. However, the VTH-based approach suffers from
consequences of unavoidable interpolations used to merge
subranges of the MOSFET operation area. There are also
problems with passing Gummel symmetry test [12] and

MOSFET distortion analysis. Two MOSFET modeling
approaches have been developed to cope with the issues
mentioned above, namely charge-based and surface potentialbased approaches. In the charge-based MOSFET models, e.g.
EKV2.6 [13], EKV3.0 [14], the threshold voltage remains an
important input parameter. However, the role of the threshold
voltage has been changed. It is no longer a boundary between
OFF and ON states, but is used to set a so-called pinch-off
voltage, which is taken to be a key model variable used both in
the weak and strong inversion conditions.. In the surfacepotential models, represented by PSP [15] and HiSIM [16], or
in the newest member of the BSIM model family, i.e. BSIM6
[17], the threshold voltage is not the model input parameter,
but is an output variable, calculated internally within the device
model for information purpose.
CM complexity and large number of parameters needed to
characterize recent models is challenging when device
parameter extraction. The models implemented in the EDA
tools are typically accompanied by corresponding parameter
extraction recipes (see for example reference [18]). Such
procedures usually consist of sequences of "local" fittings of
the model and experimental I-V, C-V characteristics measured
using the test devices or device series at the given bias and
temperature conditions The parameter extraction steps are
carried out using excerpts from the complete model
corresponding to those conditions. The most advanced
integrated system for the semiconductor device measurements,
data analysis, modeling and parameter extraction is Keysight
IC-CAP [19]. It provides procedures (in a form of bundles) for
parameter extraction for a number of the most frequently used
device-level models of the MOSFETs, bipolar transistors,
diodes. For the modeling of their characteristics built-in Spice
simulators are used. IC-CAP provides also a variety of
optimization algorithms for the parameters extraction via
a minimization of the total misfit between the model and
device characteristics.
The fully integrated commercially available tools for the
device-level modeling, such as IC-CAP, are expensive. On the
other side there are nice Free and Open-Source Software
(FOSS) solutions, e.g. [9, 20, 21], or freely available but not
open-source ones [22], which provide access to the complete
state-of-the art compact models, ready for use for technology
characterization and circuit design in research laboratories.
Developing a software for the model parameter extraction
becomes an important task. In the presented paper we report
initial work aimed at development of an application for the
modeling of the MOSFETs and possibly other solid-state
devices based on the FOSS solutions. Starting from the general
description of the project a number of program features are
briefly described. The paper ends with a summary pointing out
at possible future work.
A STRUCTURE OF THE FOSS-BASED PROJECT
FOR CM PARAMETER EXTRACTION
The overall structure of the proposed tool is shown in
Fig. 1. A core of the program system is a GNU Octave
application. Octave offers a high-level programming language
supporting data import, processing, graphical visualization and
a command shell, which allows for straight forward launching
of external programs. FOSS parameter extraction software has
II.
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been used as a platform for integration of the freely available
circuit simulation programs: Ngspice, LTspiceIV, Qucs.
Access to another EDA tools may be easily added to the
software package.

Fig. 3. Dialog window for selecting measurement data file.

Fig. 1. Overall structure of the FOSS-based tool for modeling and parameter
extraction.

The following features are implemented in the program:
measurement data import, elements of data analysis, simulation
of the MOSFETs using any of the available device CMs
implemented in one of the interfaced simulators, sampling of
the misfit between the model and experimental characteristics.
Fig. 2 shows the text mode menu displayed in the Octave
terminal window. This menu requests users to select a given
program function.
Information about available simulation programs (i.a. paths
of the executables) and about CMs implemented in these
programs and enabled by a user (i.a. values of a LEVEL
switch) is given in the external configuration file. It is one of
aspects of the program portability.
A. Measurement Data Import
The program provides an interface to the measurement data
saved in text *.res files by one of the measurement programs
used in ITE. The measurement data are stored in the internal
data structure, which can contain not only different
characteristics (e.g. ID-VG, ID-VD) but characteristics of
different devices and many device instances as well. This
feature is connected of course with the fact, that the *.res files
are created by the program controlling wafer-scale semiautomatic measurements. In Fig. 3 a simple form controlling
measurement data import is shown.

Fig. 2. Menu of the program in the GNU Octave terminal window.
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After the data import is completed the user receives a report
about the contents of the data file. Namely the measurement
setups, and a number of dies are listed. Die sections contain
the identical sets of the measurement setups. However the
software parsing the measurement data is able to recognize
correctly transmitted data or data sets with errors. Typically
a single measurement setup corresponds to a single family of
characteristics. Different setups may correspond to different
characteristics of the same device or characteristics of different
devices within the same die.
It is worthwhile to mention, that interfaces to data stored in
*.kdf files by Keithley Interactive Test Environment (KITE)
software operating on a Keithley 4200-SCS parametric
analyzer, as well as to data stored in *.mdm files by IC-CAP
software are under development. In the case of these formats
the internal measurement data is structured to correspond to the
instruments data format.
B. Measurement Data Analysis
At present only one type of I-V data analysis has been
implemented, namely histogram plots of the device current at
the maximum values of the bias voltage. Such charts provide
very useful information showing the spread of the device
characteristics. This function is also useful for identification of
the devices, which should not be taken into account in the
model parameter extraction task.
Before the histograms are generated and plotted the user
receives information about the available measurement setups
(Fig. 4) and is requested to specify which data should be
displayed graphically. In Fig. 5 there are examples of the
histograms of the ID-VD characteristics for n- and p-channel
FDSOI MOSFETs manufactured at Instytut Technologii
Elektronowej, Warsaw, Poland.

Fig. 4. A selection of the data to be shown on histograms based on the
measurement data report.

Based on the given data the program prepares and outputs
text files with simulation netlists and bias conditions taking
into account differences existing between the input netlist
syntax implemented in different Spice derived simulators. In
the netlists the device instance parameters are specified,
whereas the model parameters are given in the model card
files. In this way the model parameters can be easily modified
by Octave application or manually by the user during the
program run while the netlist remains constant.

a)

b)

After generation of the simulation data for all the specified
measurement setups and simulator/model pairs the circuit
simulations are initiated. For this purpose the Octave function
"system(<command>)" is used, where <command> contains
the given simulator executable path together with parameters
and options. For example in the case of ngspice the
<command> is as follows: "<executable path> -o <log_file> b -r <output_text_file> <netlist_file>". The files
corresponding to each simulation have unique identifiers
defined by the measurement setup, the simulation program and
the model.
After circuit simulations are completed, simulation output
data stored in text files are parsed and buffered in the Octave
internal data structure for further processing and visualization.
Shown in Fig. 7 are an example of a set of model simulation
results. Octave visualization functionality allows overlaying on
the same chart the measured I-V characteristics for a specified
earlier number of dies together with the corresponding I-V
characteristics of a number of available compact models.

Fig. 5. Histograms of the drain current measured for a) 160 FDSOI
NMOSFETs, b) 170 FDSOI PMOSFETs; W=20μm, L=3μm.

C. Modeling
The simulation of a device-level model characteristic is
a key functionality of the new FOSS application. For users to
be able to select the required circuit simulator for a specific set
of simulations a dialogue is displayed by the Octave software.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. ID-VD characteristics generated by the Octave application using two
different simulators and three different models.
Fig. 6. Specification of the measurement setups, models and setup instances
in the Octave terminal window.

The user is requested to select the required measurement
setup, the simulator/model pair and the setup instances, which
should be taken into account in a comparison with the
simulated characteristics. It is worthwhile noticing that
multiple setups, multiple simulator/model pairs as well as any
available number of measured dies may be specified in the
dialogue mentioned above.

The first quantitative information received from the
simulations is the model misfit with respect to the device
characteristics. If for the given device more setups are
simulated (e.g. input and output I-V characteristics) then partial
misfit and total misfit values are calculated. In the misfit
calculation the characteristics of any number of dies
(measurement setup instances) are taken into account. Besides
the misfit its sensitivities SPi to the selected parameter Pi
variation are calculated. These parameters as well as their step
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values necessary for the misfit sensitivity calculation are
specified in additional model configuration files, one for each
model. The sensitivities are determined using a simple formula
(1), in which the parameters other than Pi remain constant.

S Pi =

misfit(..., Pi + į Pi ,...) − misfit(..., Pi − į Pi ,...)
2 ⋅ į Pi

(1)

Hence, for a given model misfit sensitivity calculation
a model card file is modified twice for each "active" parameter.
An example of an output report generated by this functionality
is shown in Fig. 8. The misfit sensitivity estimation is a useful
option, which can help in manual tuning of the model
parameter set. Currently it may be done by editing the model
card files, which can be done on the fly.
Fig. 9. Misfit sampling "tornado" for the NMOS transistor model LEVEL=1
based on ID-VG characteristics @ VD=-0.1V, VB=0,-1,…,-5V; W×L=50x50μm

Fig. 8. The NMOS transistor model LEVEL=2 misfit and its sensitivities to
parameter variations in the GNU Octave terminal window.

D. Model Misfit Sampling
In the CM parameter extraction task the misfit between the
model and real device characteristics is subject to
minimization. One of the method has been described in [23]. It
consists in random sampling (MC method) of the parameters in
the model parameter space. There are numerous variants of this
approach. The samples may be followed by a deterministic
"local" optimization or by e.g. an evolutionary algorithm. This
compound approach, though time-consuming leads to
a "global" minimization task. Analysis of the behavior of an
error function (in logarithmic scale) in different cross-sections
(along subsequent parameter axes) looking similarly to
"tornados", gives valuable information about a position and
character of the error function, thus providing an optimum
model parameter set indicator.
The simplest version of this approach has been
implemented in the Octave application. Currently the selected
parameter sampling is carried out according to uniform
distributions. The parameters as well as the borders of these
distributions (the min./max. values of the parameters) are
specified in the configuration files mentioned in the section C.
The mechanisms for the model card file updating, netlist
generation and simulator launch process are also described in
the section C. An example of this functionality, based on the
model LEVEL=1, is illustrated in Fig. 9. A minimum of the
error function against the transconductance factor KP is clearly
visible. Using such a value of KP a quite good fitting between
the simplest MOSFET model and the I-V characteristics has
been obtained (Fig. 10).

dk

Fig. 10. Fitting of the the NMOS transistor model LEVEL=1 to ID-VD
characteristics; VB=0 ,-5V; W×L=50x50μm

III. SUMMARY
In the presented paper recent developments of a FOSS
based application system for the compact model parameter
extraction are briefly described. The system consists of a series
of freely available simulators and a GNU Octave based
program controlling their operation, processing the simulation
results and model measurement misfit data. An important
reason for using the simulators introduce earlier in the text is
that they provide a range of ready for use state-of-the art
compact models for MOSFET and bipolar transistors. These
are either C/C++ compiled models or Verilog-A synthesized
models. The Octave application system can be easily extended,
firstly by adding additional EDA tools, like for example, the
Xyce © and SPICE OPUS circuit simulators, secondly by
further integrating the Octave FOSS software with graphical
user interface software, like for example, the Qucs schematic
capture package and thirdly by extending the parameter
extraction process to include macromodels/ICs of current
production devices.
Three main challenges for future development are worth
mentioning. Firstly, development of a series of efficient
interfaces to low cost general purpose measurement
instrumentation is needed, like for example, an RS232 data
transfer link to digital oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers and
network analyzers, secondly the addition of software
procedures for a "local" sequential parameter extraction, like
for example, adding new models not implemented by the

linked circuit simulators, and finally much more work is
needed to improve the implemented optimization methods.
Although the FOSS software project reported in this paper
is at an early stage in its development it should generate
significant interest among the CM community [24, 25] to make
its future development worth while
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